
Longitudinal 
member: Ø 4.8

Horizontal 
member: Ø 6.0

Thick

［MB-A-5・7］
［MB-S-5・7］

(Internally folded structure)

［MBC-A-1］
(Externally folded structure)

STEP1 STEP2 STEP3

STEP1 STEP2 STEP3

■An industry-leading level of strength is realized despite 
its lightweight structure!

■Saves space by internally folded structure!

・Surface strength enhanced by new mesh structure

Longitudinal 
member: Ø 6.4

Horizontal 
member: Ø 6.4

Thin

New mesh structureConventional mesh The cross section
performance of
the three-layer

mesh part is doubled
compared with the
conventional type.

Externally folded structure Internally folded structure

Compared with the conventional
externally folded type,

the box can be folded into a size of 1/3.

■Surface treatment: unichrome plating　
■Others: attached with BKT for stacking, 10 stages (excluding MBC-A-1); body = internally folded structure (MB-A-5/7, MB-S-5/7) / externally folded structure (MBC-A-1)

*Do not use the lower pallet door when items are stacked.
*Do not hoist the mesh box.CAUTION

*The signboard is provided as standard.
*Printing names on a signboard can also 
  be done.(Optional)

Name plate (300×150mm)

Model

MB-A-5

MB-S-5

MB-A-7

MB-S-7

MBC-A-1

Max. 
movable load

(kg)

1,500

1,000

2,000

1,000

500

Mesh pitch
(mm)

50×50

50×100

50×50

50×100

25×50

Door

Full-open

Full-open

Full-open

Full-open

Full-open

Number
of stacks
(stages)

4

4

4

4

4

Outermost dimensions
(mm)

1,050×830×850

1,050×830×845

1,250×1,030×905

1,250×1,030×900

825×520×552

Nominal dimensions
(mm)

1,000×800×700

1,000×800×700

1,200×1,000×750

1,200×1,000×750

800×500×410

Body
weight
(kg)

Approx. 43

Approx. 38

Approx. 62

Approx. 51

Approx. 23

Internal dimensions
(mm)

955×770×670

955×770×670

1,155×970×720

1,155×970×720

760×475×380

(1) Because of the mesh structure, the box is light and strong.
      It is about 30% lighter than the conventional type. The strength is also increased by 40%.
(2) The assembly and folding are easy. Folded mesh boxes save storage place.
(3) The mesh boxes can be stacked to utilize space.
(4) Because of its new structure, the vertical strength is greatly enhanced compared with the conventional
      type. The withstand load and earthquake resistance are also increased by 1.4 times.
(5) Brackets for stacking are also provided as standard, and they are convenient.
(6) Because less materials are used, the mesh boxes contribute to environmental conservation too.

Characteristics

Specifications

Mesh Box

Optional parts

Mesh box
Coil type

M
ovable rack

C
age cart

Storage equipm
ent

M
ovable rack

C
age cart

Storage equipm
ent
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■G: Green (                                          )

Mesh Box

■Casters ■Fork guide

■Lining upholstery (                        )plastic cardboard, 
*fixed with Insulok ties

Japan Paint Manufacturers Association 
Standard Paint Colors No. 07-40X

Japan Paint Manufacturers Association 
Standard Paint Colors No. 45-50T

■R: Red (                                          )

■Type with top plate　■Type with front and rear doors

■Type with upper and lower doors

Colored mesh boxes are also available. ●You can select the color you like.Optional parts

Mesh box

Stack rack

Coil type

Easily recognizable even in the folded state.

*Can be manufactured from the minimum order quantity of 100 units.  *Please note that the paint color may differ from the actual product.

Stack rack Inverted stack rack 

Stack Rack

M
ovable rack

C
age cart

Storage equipm
ent

M
ovable rack

C
age cart

Storage equipm
ent
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